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Who we are?
Over one hundred years of activity and
constant growth, even in the most
complex economic scenarios, stand
to prove the exceptional resources and
technical capabilities of Ferretti, one of
the most important and oldest Italian
companies operating in the industrial
construction, refractory linings and civil

works sectors. A company that today,
as in the past, is running with ever-increasing passion and enthusiasm and
innovation capacity.
Ferretti operates with a perspective of
continuous improvement and technological innovation by upgrading human
capital and skills.

For more than 100 years our customers
continue to choose us because we steadily dedicate to:
• Reduction of delivery times
• Innovative approach to projects
• Customisation of our services according to customer needs
• Safety and workers protection are core values in which we strongly believe.
The attention to our team comes first.

The Industrial
Construction Division
The Industrial Construction Division realizes “turnkey” industrial complexes in
a vast variety of sectors.
Outstanding levels of professionalism
have been handed down for over a
century and are implemented to realize industrial foundations for light and

heavy industry, buildings, industrial
furnaces, rolling mills, cogeneration
plants, coke ovens, furnaces, incinerators using construction techniques
that aim to reduce realization and plant
shutdown timeframes.

Sectors:
Steel
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Energy
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anical

Ferretti is able to planning to best constructive process
using innovative technologies and proven in the method as:

“Preassembled Foundation Technology” is a know-how that is highly
appreciated worldwide in a multitude
of interventions and fields of application to reduce timing of revamping.

Petrochemical

Glass

“Engineering, Procurement, and
Construction” It includes the supply
of engineering, procurement and
construction that permits the realization of turnkey complexes.

Ecology

“Deep Foundation Technology” is
a Know-how that permit realization
of deep foundation in a confined
space, and reducing the volumes of
excavation.

Lime

Cement

Ferretti in numbers
(per year - Italy)

125

electric furnaces
maintained per year

1157

safety reports/near
miss per year

year
of birth

2.463.540 ton

2300 m3

1372

6500 m2

of liquid steel produced
by our clients per year

hour of training
per year

Our vision

To create value over time through the optimization of human capital
and advanced application methods. Transparency and fairness are
the basic principles of our corporate governance model.

Our mission

1903

To create value by transforming challenges into opportunities and
promoting innovation aimed at industrial growth

of structural
concrete

environmental
remediation
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